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Return to Blood Fart Lake (2012) (DVD Review)

Directed By: Chris Seaver

Starring: Jesse Ames, Andrew Baltes, Billy Garberina

Rated: UR/Region: 1/widescreen/Number of disc: 1

Available from SRS CINEMA

The “”Scarecrow Killer”" Jimmy Van Brunt is back and out for revenge in “”Return to Blood Fart Lake”", the high octane, action packed, blood & corn filled 

sequel to the smash hit “”Terror at Blood Fart Lake”"! Many years have passed since the tragic events at Blood Fart Lake, where Jimmy dispatched a bunch 

of party going, cabin dwelling kids before he could be stopped by Ben Scrivens & his red neck pal, Leo Dechamp. Now Jimmy has returned, this time 

preying on a group of “”Spirit Hunters”" searching for the truth to his killings, & Ben must track down Leo before they’re added to his list of victims!

If you’ve seen one Chris Seaver movie you’ve just about seen them all. While billed as a slasher you might notice a major lacking of the slashing here in this 

film that at times comes across as more of an advertisement for the over-hyped Fright Rags t-shirt company than anything else. As you’ve come to expect 

you get a lot of very loud characters. Some are alright while others are soo bad they make you want to get a gun and put two quick shots in the DVD player. 

There are some funny moments, but they are a little far in between this time around for Seaver.

To be fair there are a few neat gore effects that are in need of even more praise based on the budget. I wish the movie as a whole would have had a lot 

more of that and less of characters just acting out in very and random out of left field ways. Fans of the Warlock and Low Budget Pictures films might be 

right at home with this type of stuff, but it can be very hit and miss for the rest of us. Here, it misses the mark by a mile.
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